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Daily Labour Contract Time Sheet (Contract Labour Form) 
Responsibility For Contract Employees 
Gas Per Vehicle 
Workmans Compensation (WSIB) 
Vehicles Transporting Workers 
Achieving Late Notice Requests 

We appreciate the work involved for sourcing workers, getting them here &supervising them and are 
willing to pay a fair return for the work. There is also a point when we will use other labour service 
providers if what AHI requires is not being met. 

Daily Labour Contract Time Sheet (Contract Labour Form): 
BGLSI will: Enter their workers hours into the "Contract Labour Form" on the same day the work was 
completed. If hour entry has not been completed today, the pay rate per contract person per hour for 
the given day will be $14.50. Each day the form is not complete the rate will drop by $0.50 per person 
per hour. 
Management must receive an acceptable reason why the time sheet cannot be completed for the 
given day "today", not after the day in question, ie. tomorrow. 

Andrew will confirm the number of people and the hours in the "Crew Schedule" sheet. 
Andrew will provide the requested numbers of workers for each day of the following week for BGLSCI 
by Friday. 
BGLSCI will confirm with Andrew, at minimum by 3pm that they will bring the requested number of 
contract workers (the day before) for the next day. 

Responsibility For Contract Employees 
BGLSI is responsible for their labourers to: 
- Understand and comply with AHI systems for: Hygiene, Cleaning, Maintenance, Storage, Grading & 
Packing Standards. 
Training resources are provided to BGLSI from Reicza as well as a DAILY/HOURLY checklist from 
Andrew which details what training &maintenance is necessary for BGLSI workers at all times. 
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ie. Brooms -washroom doors -recycling vs. garbage. 
If this is not being done, a systems of deductions will be established, or another labour provider 
will be called. 
If a contract worker is coming onsite to work regularly, they will be trained at AHI expense on 
WHIMIS, GAP and all other pertinent training topics. 

Gas Per Vehicle 
AHI now pays $10.00/vehicle/day. 

5 people/vehicle/day with the average # of hours/person/day worked in 2019 

$0.16/person/hour r -

Going forwards, AHI will pay BGLSCI an extra $0.16/person/hour instead of the previous 
$10.00/vehicle/day 

Workmans Compensation (WSIB) 
To be fair to the people who come to work: 
In case of an accident there will be some coverage to help them if they are seriously injured. 
This is the responsibility of those who ask them to work and benefit from their labour. 

The current cost is $0.30/person/hour 
AHI will pay: $0.20/person/hour 

BGLSCI will pay: $0.10/person/hour 

Vehicles Transporting Workers 
As of March 1, vehicles supplied to BGLSI and other AHI employees by AHI will be billed as a 
rental at the rate of $$75.00/day. 
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Achieving Late Notice Requests 
Andrew will attempt to arrange most of the contract labour needed to come for Monday, Tuesday 
& Wednesday. 
However, the number of extra employees requested with notice given for the following day will 
be paid with a $0.50/additional person/hour premium. 
For example, 
If BGLSI notified last Friday -> 4 people needed for following Wednesday 

Then notified this Tuesday-> 8 people needed and requested for this Wednesday 
If 4 additional people arrive Wednesday -> Those 4 additional people will be paid at a rate of 
$15.50/hour 
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